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Z
alacain, one of Madrid's most exclusive restau-

rants boasts elegance, a highly professional

service complimenting an extensive à la carte

menu.  In celebration of serving the finest cuisine

in Madrid for 45 years, Zalacain is re-opening on October 2017

following an extensive designer architectural and interior

redesign elaborated by the team of "LaFinca Architecture and

Design ", under the direction of the architect Raquel Castellanos

that has managed to create unique environments both in its main

dinning room and three prívate rooms that open to the beautiful

gardens. In the new decoration, the light is the protagonist and is

presented as the thread of unión of the different spaces. Mana-

ged by a a+ team formed by Carmen González as COO, Carme-

lo Pérez as Mêtre, and its new Chef Executive Julio Miralles,

Zalacain is injecting vitality and creativity to its extensive menu

where tradition unifies with modern contemporary cuisine. As

one of Madrid's most exclusive restaurants, boasting the title of

first restaurant in Spain to receive 3 Michelin stars' (1987), its

reputation has attracted many dignitaries and socialites inclu-

ding His Majesty King Juan Carlos I and Queen Sofía on many

occasions as have numerous Presidents, Ministers, Nobel Prize

winners and notoriety. The new Zalacain oozes luxury down to

the finest detail. Zalacaín also has a cosy bar for pre-meal

aperitifs or after dinner liqueurs. The cuisine at Zalacain is

characterised by its attention to detail, use of the highest quality

fresh local products and in particular their use of seasonal

produce. Zalacaín’s all new cocktail bar takes center stage,

especially during after-work hours, offering an impresive range

of international drinks. The bartender and mixologist Fadua

Amrani has created five in-house cocktails that bear the names

of characters of Pío Baroja’s book 'Zalacaín the Adventurer'

which reflect the traditions and  innovations of the new restau-

rant. Zalacain boasts an extensive selection of wines composed

of over 1,000 references from different varieties, managed by

Raúl Miguel Revilla, one of the most highly regarded somme-

liers in Spain.
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